Aaron
wyatt
Viola Performer / Conductor / Academic
Published September 2018

Perth-raised and now Melbournebased viola player Aaron
Wyatt has worked across a variety of roles for over a decade
in the music industry. Undertaking a range of teaching, casual
orchestral work and conducting roles has seen this Indigenous
musician develop a unique perspective of working across the
classical, chamber and new music sectors.
Having begun playing the violin at age five, and undertaken private music
lessons and appreciation courses through his childhood, Aaron initially
studied science and engineering at universitybefore switching to
music at the end of his first year:
“I couldn’t imagine not being involved in orchestras and ensembles […]
I just couldn’t see music not being a fairly major part of my life.”
Conducting work, particularly that which engages with community
orchestras, has grown to become a central but unexpected
component of Aaron’s work
“there’s been a lot more in the conducting side of things

that I never expected to have happened”. As Aaron explains, his
teaching work is one role which he particularly values
“I think most important for a musician, if they can teach, UIFZshould
UFBDI just because it gives so much back to the next generation of
musicians and I think it’s a very important role to have.”
With over a decade’s experience in teaching and casual performance
engagements, Aaron explains that one of the biggest challenges he
has faced has been balancing his schedule and in ensuring he can
financially sustain himself during periods of little work:
“There’s always those times where there’s really not a lot to do comparatively,
so there’s always that build-up to just try and save as much as possible
knowing that you need to survive for a few months without necessarily
much of an income; and there are other times when all the work seems
to come at once.”

“It’s just been a far more varied
career than I thought it would be, which
is good because it keeps things fresh
and interesting.”

The structure of Aaron’s day-to-day music career, being based around
performances, and contract work, has meant that he has worked
through sickness5IJT has seen him also need to be flexible in making
up time

“I’ve never taken a call off […] I’ve just kept going. And teaching, because
I only teach a day or two a week, if I’ve been sick, I’ve at least had the
With such a diverse portfolio of roles, and a particularly strong engagment flexibility of just be able to shift my teaching day.”
with freelance-based engagements, Aaron explains that making time for
Reflecting on his time within Perth’s music community, Aaron explains
self-care is vital:
that one of the biggest challenges he experienced was being able to

“There are times where it does get a bit much, especially when there’s
major productions:ou need tomake sure you remember to schedule
time for things like getting dinner or sleeping those small essentials.”
With so many things on the go and a particularly high reliance on
contract-based work Aaron explains that he has found himself having
to spend considerably large amounts of time on administration, which can
become particularly frustrating:
“When a whole of bunch people just haven’t gotten around to paying
that becomes annoying then having to waste otherwise productive
time chasing people up […] It’s little things like that could cause
burnout in the freelance world.”
Having studied a Bachelor of Music, an Honours degree, and being part
way through a PhD, Aaron says that administration skills were one aspect
missing from his training:
“In terms of working out all the admin side of stuff or working out what you
have to do for invoicing and tax purposes and all that kind of thing,
that was very much learning-while-doing, a baptism of fire […] I
suddenly found myself struggling with [that].”

access professional development opportunities due to the city’s
isolation. Of particular interest have been conductor training programs
“the biggest problem with conducting is that the only way to get better
is to do it” "s he explains
“There used to be a program for conductors around the country to actually
get podium time with professional orchestras, but now it doesn’t exist
[…] 4tate orchestras rBn their own programs and often there haven’t
really been programs in place to take over from that.”
Aaron expects that a recent relocation to Melbourne in order to take
up a full-time academic post will afford him easJeS access to
professional development opportunities, while also affording him sick
and holiday leave entitlements aOEa regular salary
“I’m looking forward to that as a nice change and not having to worry
about any invoices, and not having to worry about having money
that regularly appears Actually, the biggest things are just having
sick leave and all those benefits that you don’t get as a casual.”
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Danielle
Bentley
Cellist / Festival Curator
Published June 2018

A cellist from the age of eight, and the daughter of a jazz
musician, Brisbane’s Danielle Bentley’s music career is both diverse
and innovative. Director of the Restrung Festival, Development
Manager at Queensland Music Festival, a freelance performer,
concert curator and philanthropy consultant, she reflects:
“I’ve always had multiple interests including interests outside of music.
I enjoy learning I get bored if I’m doing the same thing every day…
[and] if it’s not challenging me or inspiring me in some way. I’ve never
wanted a full time job in an orchestra although I love performing
orchestral music. I love the diversity and to be always learning.”
Danielle credits the diversity of her roles with allowing her to pursuF
that which she enjoys. However, managJOH an everchanging schedule
requires a high degree of discipline, as she explains:

It is the combination of various roles and her ability to be disciplined
with her time that Danielle credits with being able to remain
productive.
At the same time, however, she reflects that her schedule can
become overwhelming
“I’ve had a few periods of burnout, I’d have to say. Especially with the
[Restrung] Festival… that can be really intense and often [I’m] performing
in the festivals as well. So, you’re as much co-ordinating and looking after
all these aspects… as well as keeping up your personal practice and being
able to get in the right headspace to perform; that can be tricky.”
As she goes on to explain, prioritising her health and taking time out
when she needs to, are vital to being able to cope with stress and XJUI
CPUImental and physical exhaustion:

“Sometimes things clash, but sometimes there’s nothing on at all and then
“Meditation is great for calming down and being centred, and for being
other times everything’s happening at once. It’s just [about] having
productive, I think. I also enjoy walking, running and cycling.”
the discipline and making sure that you create your own structure
so that things don’t get too chaotic.”

“I just suddenly realised that’s
what I wanted to do. It was like
a vocational awareness.”
Formally trained with an undergraduate Performance degree, a Masters
in Creative Industries and a PhD, Danielle values the process of learning
by doing and recognises that failures can be opportunities for growth.
She credits her father’s time as a jazz musician as being highly
influential to her musical practice “I’m not stuck in one genre, I enjoy
listening to, and programming, and playing all different types of
music”4IFis committed to continually developing new skills, even
engaging in cello lessons PWFS the past year“I think it’s important to
keep refreshing your skills because you can fall into bad habits”. For
Danielle, listening is a key component of being a flexible musician
“I do a lot of commercial gigs, and they put notes in front you, and they
think ‘well you’re a classical musician, you can read the notes and it
will sound perfect’. It doesn’t because there are different subtleties
and ‘feels’ between the different genres. A lot of it is about listening
and developing those skills and relaxing into that, and learning to
improvise and being flexible in those ways.”
Danielle has worked extensively with orchestras and major
performing arts organisations including the Queensland Symphony
Orchestra Camerata of St John’s and Opera Australia. She has also
worked with popular artists as diverse as Jimmy Barnes, Xavier Rudd,
Megan Washington, Tommy Lee and Kanye West; and Jazz artists
Diana Krall and Harry Connick Jnr. Corporate performances have at
various times provided a central income stream BOE Danielle explains
that trustFE relationships with agents have played a critical roleJO
obtaining such jobs.

Outside her music and related festival work and concert
programming, %BOJFMMF also subsidises her income by writing grants
for other musicians and CZ generating an income by way of the
sharing economy. The most recent addition to her portfolio of roles is
a series of ‘house concerts’ — which she will curate and perform
“[These concerts are] a way to make money from playing music whilst
providing creative freedom. House concerts are a really amazing way to
present music. They provide an informal and warm environment
conducive to openminded listening.”
Danielle’s career is one ultimately characterised by diversity. At one
point she gave up studying music, re-entering the fold after receiving
an invitation to perform with a community orchestra. The opportunity
reminded her of why music is such a crucial aspect of her life. She was
soon playing full time again and went on to establish her business, return
to study, and progress through to a PhD.
Later this year %BOJFMMF will go to New York to attend the
experimental OMI Music Residency, with funding from the Australia
Council for the Arts. Reflecting on the diversity of her roles, Danielle’s
attitude toward her success JTUIBU risk taking brings great things but
also involves the occasional disappointment. Danielle remains
committed and passionate about being a musician
“I’ve survived as a musician and I love what I do; I’ve accomplished a lot of
things and there is still so much more to come.”
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Emily
Smart
Singer-Songwriter / Musician
Published August 2018

South Australian pop vocalist Emily Smart has carved out a
multifaceted music career which encompasses performance,
song writing, grant writing, rehearsal studio management and
voice over work, while also developing her own business.
As she explains:
“There’s always something different going on… It all sort of feeds into each
other but there’s a lot of random things.”
Recognising the need to be dynamic in her approach to making a
living, Emily balances her musical endeavours with her own small
business in real estate property management5IJT affords her
financial sustainability and UIFflexibility to continue pursuing music.
Despite this flexibility, Emily explains that working across so many
music roles as well as combining music and non-music work is quite a
juggle“organisation is key for me, and lots of planning”5IJTJT further
impacted by perceptions around how seemingly unrelated fields can
work together and ensuing attitudes around her as a professional:
“If I was to introduce myself as a property manager and also a singer or
something like that, it would be a bit strange; people don’t really correlate
the two as something that could go together.”

Musically speaking, Emily works across a variety of roles out of a
combination of needing to generate a liveable wage as well as desire
to continue to be creatively inspired“there’s not one thing that’s
sustainable enough”. The main source of income she derives from her
music work is through a rehearsal space she manages with her partner,
with additional money generated through paid performances, song
writing royalties, music synching, sitting on peer assessment boards
and hosting music-based workshops. Networks have been critical to
Emily being able to work across so many roles and in her ability to
obtain work4IFTVNNBSJTFTUIJTBTGPMMPXT:
“Without connections you’re on your own. There’s no-one really thinking
about hiring you or getting you involved in their projects, so it’s pretty
pivotal to expand your creative reach. If you’re not actively getting involved
with the industry, or getting out there and talking to people, then most
people won’t know about what you do or how you do it, and it’s less likely
that you’re going to get the opportunities that you need to help you
generate more work and sustain what you’re doing.”

“There was definitely a point when I
had to accept not letting failures or my
interpretations of failures affect me.”
While networks are critical to the sustaining of Emily’s career, she
recognises that networking is a skill in BOEof itself, and doesn’t always
come easily:
“I was always quite a shy person and not necessarily very outgoing to talk
to people, but I have found that it is really important to make the effort
[…] And also, for you to have interest in others work too. You just don’t
know where anything can lead. One conversation can lead you to writing
a song with someone, it can be as small as a conversation to generate
something amazing or create work.”
Having played music since she was a child, and identifying as a musician
from age 16, a combination of having studied music at high school
through until Year 12, piano, bass, guitar and vocal lessons, formal audio
engineering training, as well as a Bachelor of Dramatic Arts and Master of
Marketing, have been vital to how Emily has learned how to be a musician
and, in turn, how she navigates her career. She says, however, that she
highly values learning by doing“I think it is a personal learning curve for
everyone to try and to piece together their unique spot” and relies on
the Internet to learn and teach herself new skills. She similarly sees
that the emergence of a range of new digital technologies and social
media platforms has changed the ways in which she is able to navigate
the day-to-day practices of her music career

It is well understood that the digitisation of the music industry has seen
a shift in the ways in which profits are generated, and have created a
new set of financial challenges for musicians in being able to financially
sustain themselves. This challenge which has had the biggest impact
on Emily’s career, influencing her diversification across rolesit’s
become even harder for the smaller acts to make money”. She explains
that the reward of creative expression outweighs the financial loss associated
with pursuing her career, however,
“I think it’s just a matter of how long you take it for or keep kind of putting
in and hoping that it reaped the rewards; that it’s worth the time and
that’s what you put in.”
For Emily, focusing on the small wins has helped her maintain a sense of
success as she has navigated her career. She explains that a key aspect of
this has been being happy for other musicians along the way:
“A lot of people feel that it’s hard to be happy for the other people around
you doing well because if you’re not doing well at that time and you’re
sitting there wondering ‘Why? I’m making great music as they are’
you’ve got to realise that’s not healthy#Vt not comparing yourself to
everyone else is just really hard to do because you know you’re
working just as hard and it’s just the way the industry is […] It’s
something that I also had to learn, to not compare what I was doing to
anybody else and to actually make myself happy for anyone I saw
doing well, and not make that part of my journey. And I think it’s
important
to be happy for people because it all feeds into the industry, it all helps
everybody really, for people to do well.”

“I don’t remember having to call up and ask for a gig in the last ten years.
It’s all [done via] emails and online and [is] based on your social presence
[…] The social media and the options online now to promote yourselves
and to get in contact with people are a lot easier than they were a long
time ago.”
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Lisa
Young
Jazz Vocalist / Composer / Teacher
Published January 2019

Melbourne based Jazz vocalist, composer and performer Lisa
Young has developed a career which allows her to work across
a range of settings including performance, composition, teaching
and workshop facilitation. A professional performer by age 20,
with regular gigs across various venues in Melbourne’s acoustic
music scene, she reflects that it was a teaching position which
helped support her gigging life:
“The opportunity to gig regularly and be paid and appreciated in this
way was the beginning of the professional performance work, and I
was composing as well this has always been a part of my life with
music.
At around age 25 I was o ered a teaching position at a secondary school.”
Lisa presently works with two main ensembles the vocal ensemble
Coco’s Lunch and the Jazz/ World music quartet the Lisa Young
Quartet#oth FOTFNCMFT integrate Indian and African elements such
as Jazz/ World music art songs-JTBFYQMBJOT“the South Indian art
form has really influenced my body of work and is a big part of who I
am as a musician”.

-JTB also teaches in tertiary and PUIFS settings and TIFcomposes for
a range of choirs. She holds a PhD in Music Performance (Voice) as well
as a Masters in Music Performance (Voice). She remains committed
to professional development such as vocal training“it’s lovely to have
someone to work on your voice with another set of ears” and will pursue
other opportunities when she can“I had a lesson on my asaltuas –
African percussion – last year”. Her continued commitment to learning
influences her approach when facilitating undergraduate music training
(“for example I really enjoy trying to make undergrad aural studies a rich
and valuable experience.”)
Teaching has played a vital role for the duration of Lisa’s career. She
held a lecturing position at Box Hill Institute 2014-2019 and has run
bespoke workshops and master classes for universities“I adore taking
workshops with a vocal ensemble and helping them find a pathway
with improvisation”.

“I’m so happy to be creating a legacy of
choral music that is being performed.
That’s a really good feeling ”

She recognises, however, that managing one’s health and wellbeing while
working in the sector can be a challenge and the inability to do so is
a serious issue

“You watch musicians and artists get to 50 and you really hope that they
IBWFsomewhere to live, good support and a bit of financial stability.
The financial security of regular teaching work has afforded Lisa the freedom Most people in the arts live on or below the poverty line. That can be okay
to explore a range of creative work, outside the restraints of needing to
in your life for a short period of time, but if you do it for decades it can
take on roles purely for financial gain. Another constant facet of activity
have a cost, particularly if you’re trying to support a family as well.
across her career has been composition work. Selling her choral
I don’t want being a musician to feel like a struggle; it’s a celebration,
repertoire online (“that’s really taken oGG”) provides Lisa not only with
it’s my life’s work.”
an income source, but also XJUIa way through which she can engage
While Lisa has supported IFSDBSFFSthrough a range of grants, she
with choirs all around the world. As she explains:
recognises that the funding opportunities are CPUIlimited and heavily
“Over recent years I’ve done some choral commissions for Gondwana and
weighted toward the classical sector. She says one way to overcome
the Australian Voices. I’m finishing one at the moment for Young Adelaide
this and support more musicians would be to provide tax breaks
Voices, and later this year I will be creating a work for Grand Rapids
“The disproportionate amount that goes to classical music, the institution of
Women’s Chorus in the US.”
classical music, compared to contemporary and world music is outrageous
While Lisa TVTUBJOTIFSTFMG financially through her musical work, she
really. I would love to see the arts be a tax break for everyone […] If you
explains that State and Federal Government funding as well as
support creativity by commissioning a work or by putting on a concert,
university research stipends have played a critical role in IFSBCJMJUZ to
giving somebody a performance opportunity, it should be a tax deduction.”
develop as an artist
More broadly, Lisa reflects that there are significant GJOBODJBM
“Over 30 years I’ve been fortunate to receive fellowships, grant support
challenges for musicians“people don’t by CDs anymore [and…] the
– all my albums have had funding support [… The] support to study,
recompense for artists is not high enough from streaming.”
including artistic development scholarships to study in India have really
She explains:
shaped my career.”
“My wish would be that music be seen as a very, very valuable part
Finding balance across her multitude of engagements can be tricky.
of our community and our wellbeing and would be funded from every
Restricting her lecturing to three days a week (“I was working four”)
direction […] To have choirs everywhere so more people sang, to have
allows her to invest time in her other endeavours. Lisa explains that
percussion workshops – things that develop a sense of musicianship
she would always love more time in her studio and tries to ensure that
within a community.”
she doesn’t overload herself “I try to occasionally say ‘no’ things when I
need more time just for myself”. Doing so, while also keeping physically
active by walking and practising yoga regularly, helps Lisa maintain her
physical and mental wellbeing.
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NICHOLAS
nG
Performer / Composer
Published December 2018

Sydney-based erhu (2-stringed bowed fiddle) performer,
composer and tertiary teacher Nicholas Ng has developed
a career JOwhich IF workT locally and internationally in a
range of settings across film, live theatre and traditional
performance.
Family pressure initially prompted Nicholas to consider pursuing
medicine or law: “the usual professional career”. As he explains:
“I did actually consider enrolling in a law degree at university. In the end,
I just dropped that and focused on music and I thought I’d just do an
arts degree so that I can also specialise in a language to go with the
music. But in the end, I just dropped that as well.”
Nicholas graduated with an undergraduate degree (with Honours) in
Western Composition at Sydney University before completing his PhD at
the ANU with E/Prof Larry Sitsky. Reflecting on his undergraduate
experience, Nicholas explains that university funding cuts limited
the amount of one-on-one tuition he was able to receive each week.

Almost 20 years later, he believes that this deficit still influences the ways
in which he perceives his artistic practice and abilities. He also reflects that
reduced tuition opportunities meant that he has had to learn on the job:
“We had all those funding cuts from the time I started my Bachelor of Music
at Sydney University in 1998. With this memory, I often don’t feel very
qualified as a composer since I had various courses removed—and then I
only received half an hour of tuition a week with Ross Edwards. So I had to
engage in self-learning, you know, self-teaching. I sometimes wonder if I’d
write better music if I had more training.”
Despite these concerns, composition remains at the heart of
Nicholas’ music career“I’ll never stop composing”. He reflects on the
strong community and legacy values which drive his compositional
practice:
“For me it’s a way of giving back to the community, because I hope to
leave some music behind that someone might play one day and it
might actually sound quite decent”

“I think of composition as this ongoing
project. … There’s always more to write.”
Nicholas’ passion for ensuring that the music of the erhu lives on also
drives his desire to teach. He is currently on staff at Sydney Conservatorium
of Music, where he teaches western harmony and the erhu, while
co-directing the Conservatorium’s 35-piece Chinese Music Ensemble.
For him, teaching provides a vital income stream“I can’t earn a living just
composing”. It is also a way to share the tradition of erhu playing and
traditional music.
“The teaching I love because it’s a way of making sure that the music will
continue, I guess. Who knows what will happen later on, but the fact that
there are people interested in learning my instrument means a lot to me.
It’s also my contribution to the promotion of multiculturalism.”

“The deadline just keeps moving and then they change the scenes, and then
the music doesn’t fit. I’m not complaining but it means that then I have to
spend even more unpaid time [on the music]; and I’m getting to a point
where I don’t know if I can sustain that kind of work.”
Personal and professional networks have played a vital role in sustaining
Nicholas’ career. He has lived in Brisbane, Canberra, Perth and now Sydney
due to a series of conservatorium appointments, and several significant
life changes. This has affected how he can, and does, work with colleagues
and particular organisations as a result of not being in the same city.
Nicholas often secures work with previous clients or through a process of
referral. He comments that “it’s nice when people remember what you’ve
done in the past and think of you [for their next project].”
Having undertaken his first professional commission in 1999 – an
accomplishment which encouraged Nicholas to begin formally identifying
himself as a musician – one of the key changes he has witnessed has been
the use of digital technologies. Although digital technologies are a great
asset for a composer, they can also be cause for concern:

A 20-year music career has seen Nicholas navigate a range of teaching,
performing and composition work including engagement with higher
education as an associate lecturer and research fellow, and music-making
“I was trained to write with a pen and paper. In first-year university, all my
and composition in the film and live theatre sectors. He explains that
navigating a combination of part-time teaching commitments, commissioned harmony assignments had to be written with a calligraphy pen dipped
in ink. And then came Finale! … I can see how digitisation really helps
and project-based work, as well as a young family, requires a great deal
everyone in a way, but it does change the way you write music, because
of careful scheduling and planning. He continues to ensure he exercises
and meditates regularly in order to maintain his physical and mental health, with those programs there’s a tendency to copy and paste. It’s far too
easy to copy entire chunks of material and to be used again in other
commenting that “it’s nowhere near as much as what I used to do, but,
I think it’s very important”. However Nicholas explains that he is time poor sections of work.”
and that this results in an inability to practice as much as he would like.
He has also been unable to produce any publications for quite some time,
but is grateful that many of his compositions or curated works continue
to be research-based. One of the challenges he encounters when balancing
his schedule is that project timelines can become drawn out. Reflecting
/JDIPMBT/HXBTJOUFSWJFXFEJO
on the experience of working on a particular commission, he comments:
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Paddy
mANN
Indie Folk Musician
Published July 2018

Attending university to study an Arts degree before transferring
to a Bachelor of Music, Victorian musician Paddy Mann spends
his days juggling multiple part-time jobs in order to continue
carving out time to pursue music. Reflecting on a 20 year
career in music he says “I never thought I’d go this far
without getting a proper job.”
For Paddy, it is his passion, and ability to be able to find a balance between
his multiple day jobs and his musical pursuits that have allowed him to
continue making music beyond a hobby. Reflecting on how he
balances his time he says
“I try and keep at least one or two days a week clear to concentrate on the
music. And since I’ve [become a parent], that’s been much harder to deal
with than any part-time job I’ve had, because it’s so all-encompassing and
it just changes your brain. I’ll organise it so that that makes enough money
to pay my bills or whatever and get by. So even if there’s no music money
coming in I can still chug along with the part-time job cash, and not feel
pressure to get out there and do gigs if I don’t want to.”

As a self-managed solo artist, he structures his musical pursuits around
the recording and promotion of new music, explaining:
“Everything else kind of falls around that. So when I think about live shows,
I’ll think about, how am I going to launch this album? What am I going to
do? I put a lot of effort into the album launches, around album release time,
and then touring that for the period that the album’s released… Because
I can play just solo, it’s quite easy for me to do supports, so I get asked to
support bands or people a lot. It’s mostly just write, record, release an album,
play a big show in Melbourne, Sydney, and try and do it elsewhere in the
country as well, and then get onto the next album.”
Paddy credits his music training with teaching him how to read and write
music, while also deepening his musical appreciation. While being a largely
self-taught guitarist, he recognises the limitations of formal music
training in preparing him for high-flying music career“it definitely didn’t
help if I did want to make it big”. For Paddy, his idea of success is
related to being able to produce the music he wishes.

“My life is just doing music and having a
lot of strange part-time jobs to support
the music because it doesn’t make enough
money to do it by itself.”
Operating in the independent music market, without a manager or booking
agent, means that Paddy strongly values and relies upon the community
of musicians to which he belongs“there’s unquestionable support given
all the time, where we play on each other’s records, we, record each
other, give each other contacts and advice”. Record labels that
operate in indie contexts have also played a vital role in his career,
despite the conjecture about their ongoing role in the industry“labels
are always very supportive on this level.”
Paddy credits the labels he has worked with in facilitating access to
audiences and supporting his endeavours such as recording and touring
music. He cites, for example, meeting and working Richard Andrew from
Pharmacy Records and later Andrew Khedoori from Preservation as two
of most significant events in his career to date. As Paddy explains, the
support and encouragement he has received from these and other smallscale independent labels have been vital in his career. Operating on “nothing
signed, hand shake, 50-50” arrangements with the labels, he reflects:

Of particular note are the positive and negative impact of the sector’s
digitisation on being able to discover music as a fan:
“In terms of a listener, I don’t like it much. I mean I do and I don’t. There’s
too much out there and there’s too much pressure to kind of subscribe to
these taste-making websites that kind of all lack suggestions… I love the
search; I always love to search and that’s easier but harder to do now.”
From a collaborative perspective, Paddy sees significant advantages
resulting from the sector’s digitisation:
“It’s helped a lot in terms of being able to just zip your music wherever you
want without having to put it in a post box… So you can work with people
as well, that you would never have been able to have worked with.
I’ve mixed my album via Berlin, and we were just transferring songs and
ideas. That would have been crazy, thinking of doing that back in 1999.”
The sector’s digitisation, however, has resulted in shifts to the ways in
which musicians are able to generate an income, and Paddy sees being
able to pay musicians as being one of the biggest challenges moving
forward:
“We’ve kind of given into it now but we get no money for our product; it’s
ridiculous… you get this pittance, this pathetic little crumb [streaming
services] flick at you and then just take most of the profits. It’s so crazy.
And that’s supposed to be, the saviour. It’s crazy.”

“Everyone who I’ve worked with knows what I’m like and what my music’s
like and they know I’m not going to try and bust into America and everything,
and they don’t expect me to sell lots of albums either.”
Another vital source of support in Paddy’s career have been State and
Federal government administered arts grants, which have provided
vital financial assistance“without them I wouldn’t have been able to
produce the albums I have”. Operating within an alternate,
independent, highly collaborative market provides Paddy with a
unique perspective as to the changes which have occurred in the
music industry in the last 20 years.
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Rhonda
Davidson-Irwin
Teacher / Choir Director / Flautist / CEO
Published October 2018

Brisbane-based teacher, choir director, composer for television,
flautist and former Music Australia CEO, Rhonda Davidson-Irwin
works across a range of music settings in a career which has
allowed her to have a significant influence on the shape of the
Australian musical landscape.
Raised in a musical family (“folk culture was ingrained in me at a young
age”), Rhonda has always loved to perform. She holds an AMusA in flute
and piano, as well as a Bachelor of Arts and a Masters (with Distinction)
in Music Education. Music education has been a constant of her career.
Not only is she herself a music teacher, but she has also developed music
programs for cruise ships, music curriculums for primary schools across
Queensland, and training programs for music teachers. She explains:
“The power of education has come through as one of the major reasons I’m
still in that field today and will continue to be.”
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For Rhonda, working across such a variety of educational settings is
important to her. She reflects that while she could have been very happy
working full-time as a classroom music teacher and conducting children’s
choirs, she came to realise that by working across so many facets she
could “influence more people and that people needed repertoire,
needed skills, needed core toolkits to be able to implement music,
particularly with limited musical skills.”
Rhonda credits her communications skills as playing a vital role in her
success as a teacher and, more broadly, her ability to work with children
(“I’m able to nurture the best results from children.”) She explains her
communication skills have been particularly useful in nurturing children’s
love of music:
“With children that I’ve taught and with children that I’m still teaching, I can
see huge benefits in their lives, and that music will always be an important
part of their lives into the future.”

“There was a time when I woke up
in the morning and went ‘this is the
direction for me’”
Over the past 20 years, Rhonda’s compositions have been featured
daily on Australian television. She has composed for a range of children’s
television shows, a facet of activity she did not expect to engage in, but is
one she finds to be incredibly rewarding:
“Writing for children’s television meant that I could influence even more
kids with quality music and songs to sing. With the national landscape
in regards to music education, and only 30 per cent of schools in the
country having music teachers, television is one source of getting good
quality songs, and traditional songs to children.”
Recent pushes to do away with mandates requiring Australian free-to-air
stations to air a certain amount of children’s programming are concerning
to Rhonda, as she explains:
“I think it’s important that we acknowledge that everyone in Australia
who’s grown up in Australia, has grown up with Australian kids’ stories and
kids’ songs, and that may not be in the future; as part of their licensing
agreement they don’t have to make kids’ TV. However, we know that kids
TV is a great platform to move into careers – music careers and television
careers – as well as the fact that we have to acknowledge that, even
though fewer people are watching television, it’s still a very important
medium for families and lower socioeconomic families who can’t have a
music teacher but they can hear some great songs.”
Another way through which Rhonda has been able to advocate for the
future of music in Australia is in her role as the former CEO of Music
Australia, a position she took on at the start of 2018, as she reflects:
“That is a big role. It is looking at ways of improving music in all its
facets cross the Australian landscape, which is a big ask; however, it’s
something that I’m very passionate about to try to keep music alive, from
government right to hands-on [sector activity].”

Working across not only a variety of roles, but also across teaching,
community and music advocacy sectors can lead to an overwhelming
workload. Rhonda explains that while she doesn’t normally suffer from
stress, maintaining a good sense of emotional health is vital as,
“I’m really no use to anyone if I don’t look after myself […] I think the
difficulty is to switch the mind off because there are so many aspects of
my job that need continual thought and need consideration.”
The ability to generate an income solely from music is rare, however,
Rhonda has been able to do this for the entirety of her career, getting a
job as a classroom music teacher at the completion of her undergraduate
degree. She recognises that this is not the case for many musicians, and a
lack of understanding around career dynamics impacts negatively on the
legitimacy of music as a career and the need to pay musicians:
“It’s so important because without the finance behind it, you can’t do
anything […] I think the difficulty is that people sometimes do see music
not as a career path; they see it as something that you just do on the side,
and that’s always been the challenge for professional musicians.”
The digitisation of the music industry has presented one of the biggest
challenges for not only Rhonda’s career, but the sector as a whole as she
reflects:
“There’s a lot of challenges when it comes to copyright, when it comes
to performance, and to creating music, and people are finding that
difficult to navigate, and they’re also finding it difficult to make money
from it. How do you value a song? And what does that song cost? With
downloads and copyright and people being able to instantly get music
without paying for it, it goes back to valuing what we do.”
For Rhonda recognising the value of music – both financially and culturally
– is critical to supporting the industry into the future:
“People go to concerts, they don’t think about how it happens. They have
no understanding. They go to a film, they hear this great music, and they
watch this great film. I think that awareness of music and what musicians
do, and those aspects of the music industry are important.”
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Council Linkage program. The research was led by Queensland Conservatorium Research Centre, Griffith University; with industry partners Australia Council for the
Arts, Create NSW, Creative Victoria, Western Australian Government - Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries (DLGSC), and institutional
partner Curtin University. For more information, visit www.makingmusicwork.com.au

Rob
Nassif
Drummer Rehearsal / Studio Owner / Band Manager
Published March 2018

Twenty-plus years as the drummer for punk-rock band
Gyroscope has afforded Rob Nassif the opportunity to
develop a dynamic career portfolio as a musician, rehearsal
studio owner and band manager. Aside from being the group’s
drummer, he owns The Hen House Rehearsal Studios in Perth
and manages Perth band The Faim, all from his base in New York.
Growing up in Perth, Rob began playing in the band in his mid-teens.
Passionate and determined, the band prioritised rehearsing and performing
from day one:

of large scale independent and major labels, while also being nominated for
several Australian Record Industry Association (ARIA) Awards, winning
numerous WA Music Industry (WAMI) Awards, a J Award and Channel V
Award, it took the band over a decade to become established and for the
members to earn a liveable wage.
It was during this time that Rob studied a Commerce degree at university
(“the marketing and advertising has helped”), and financially supported
himself by working in retail and at RNR Rehearsal Studios which he would
later purchase and rebrand as the Hen House. It was 2008 before the band
were able to draw a liveable salary, which was a “huge moment” for Rob
who had begun questioning his decision to pursue music a few years earlier:

“Gyroscope pursued it like raging animals. Our first year out of high school
we played 110 shows just in Perth. I still, to this day, don’t know another
band that’s done that. It’s hard to actually play that many shows in Perth… “When you get to 25, 26, you start to think, ‘yes, it’s good, I’m having
fun, but I’ve also now toured the country seven times; [but] still make no
So we were actually playing twice a week, rehearsing twice a week; four
money.’ You start to worry about your future a little bit. So that’s where the
out of seven days a week we were pursuing it.”
challenges come as you get older, and that’s where you have to keep the
While the band has achieved considerable success and recognition
steely nerve that this is worth pursing and what you’re passionate about.”
in Australia, having toured the country extensively, been signed to a range

“Career? I can’t even really use the
word ‘career’. It doesn’t feel like a career
to me. It just feels like pursuing what I’ve
been passionate about.”
The band’s 2008 release, Breed Obsession was their most successful to
date, reaching number one on the ARIA Charts, and achieving Gold
[35,000 units] sales, while facilitating significant opportunities to undertake
headline tours of Australia and as a part of national touring festivals.
The album was originally intended to be the band’s last, but as Rob explains:
“It all changed. Breed Obsession did great for us; Cohesion [released in
2010] did great for us; then the rehearsal studio and then the second
rehearsal studio. It’s been charmed; really it’s been great.”
The challenges of sticking it out in the early days of a music career have
provided Rob with a great deal of insight as he moves forward into other
realms of the music industry. In 2010 he established the Hen House and
started managing Perth band The Faim in 2015. With new opportunities
come new challenges, as he reflects:
“By the time I had this space I really had accomplished being a musician and
I was on a salary… It was challenging because I was still touring with the
band, so it forced me to have to trust staff, create systems to run
the business.”
A strong support network has been vital to the development and sustaining
of Rob’s career. As a musician, strong management and supportive record
label employees have supported a positive career trajectory for the band,
while the network of local musicians in Perth has supported the Hen
House, as he explains:

Being based in Perth, the need to overcome long distances and in order to
reach audiences on the east coast of the country, and to take advantage
of opportunities such as performing as part of the annual South by
Southwest Festival in Austin, Texas, have seen Rob utilise a range of
competitive grants schemes. He recognises their vital importance in
supporting these endeavours, explaining:
“[Grants] can be the difference between a band succeeding and not
succeeding; that’s the reality of it. It sounds like pretty heavy stuff.
It never comes down to just that; no band is going to succeed just because
they got grants, of course not; but it can be the difference in giving bands
a bit more time and opportunity.”
Rob continues to draw on his experiences in the day to day pursuit of his
career, places a high value on learning through doing, as he explains, “I tell
all the bands here: it’s great that you rehearse, and you need to rehearse,
but one show is equal to ten rehearsals, really. That’s my motto.”
Having lived through the upheavals of a shift toward, and then away from,
the major label system, the digitisation of the sector (“[2010’s Cohesion]
made us more money than Breed Obsession from a touring perspective,
but we sold less albums”), Rob sees distribution as one of the biggest
challenges to the sector. Reflecting on this and the ongoing importance of
radio, he explains:
“Spotify, you put it up there and anyone in the world can listen to it.
That’s great about the distribution. It’s flat, it’s easy, it’s out there. But then
no-one is going to listen to it because they don’t know who you are.
The way a lot of people, still to this day, get heard is through radio. I still
think that it’s still a very effective method of distribution, but it’s very
challenging because radio programming just gets narrower and narrower.”
However, with digitisation comes great opportunities, as Rob explains:

“If you can be really unique and if you can be great and you can create an
“I’d been in the Perth music scene for ten years, longer, 12, 13 years; I
amazing piece of content or crazy, amazing song, it can spread quicker
knew everybody. So I literally messaged everyone and I said, ‘Hey, come
than ever before. If it’s legitimately awesome.”
and rehearse and hang out with me.’ So we were able to go from a really
low number of bands a week, in the space of six months to tripling the
This musician profile was produced by the Making Music Work: Sustainable Portfolio Careers for Australian Musicians study, and funded by the Australia Research Council Linkage program.
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Russell
Morris
Guitarist / Singer-Songwriter
Published May 2018

With a career spanning more than fifty years, singer/songwriter
Russell Morris’ experience pursuing a career in music exemplifies
the unpredictable nature of the industry, while also reinforcing
the importance of remaining positive and motivated in one’s
career, and the importance of building a strong network of
industry contacts.

While being recognised for his contribution to the Australian music
landscape would see him be inducted into the ARIA [Australian Record
Industry Association] Hall of Fame in 2008, it was a bittersweet moment
for Russell, but also the catalyst for him to re-commit to music:
“It was like, go and sit on the porch, you’ve done your bit, just move out the
way, this is your contribution to music; now you’ve got it, there’s the door.
So I thought, wow, is that it? That’s it; I’ve got my gold watch and I thought,
damn it; so that’s when I started to galvanise myself and thought, right,
I’m going to do another album.”

Singer of the original version of the Johnny Young-written and Ian “Molly”
Meldrum produced Australian rock classic, The Real Thing, Russell’s career
is one which has experienced a range of highs and lows. The Real Thing,
released in 1969 has been recognised as one of the top 30 Australian songs
A resurgence would occur for Russell in 2012 with the release of the ARIA
of all time. Despite experiencing such success, Russell has experienced
Award winning album Sharkmouth:
hardship over the ensuing decades in being able to continue pursuing music.
“ABC [radio] picked it up and the album just went straight through the roof.
As he recalls:
All the community [radio] stations picked it up as well. It was like a jugger“For a while there, I couldn’t make any money. I would probably do 15 shows
naut. But that album, as I said, won an ARIA, it was a platinum album,
a year at the most, and the rest of the time I was trying to write television
it was top 10, it was the biggest Australian selling album of that year.”
ads, commercials and things to make money so I could survive, and that
was really, really hard.”

“I tried for 30 years and nothing happened.
I couldn’t get anything, any air play, and
then all of a sudden, out of the blue I
produced something which became bigger
than all the earlier stuff.”
Russell credits his positivity and the strong support network of industry
connections he has developed over the life of his career with being able
to sustain himself through difficult periods. While he recognises that
networking is a skill to learn (“some people are good at it and some
people aren’t”), he says:
“Connections are really, really important. It becomes very important not to
become a diva and not to treat people in a way that you think that you’re
better than they are… You have to show respect for people and I think that
helps your connections. Holding grudges doesn’t help either.”

Despite these challenges, Russell continues to find passion in music, by
discovering new ways of playing the guitar. A commitment to learning
(“I’m always challenging myself, trying to find a new mountain to climb”),
is what continues to sustain Russell:
“I like to keep my explorer shoes on. I like to be the type of person that
continues to discover new things and discover new things musically, and
record new albums… I try to discover new things, and I try to surprise the
people that have been so generous to buy my records.”
After more than five decades in the industry, Russell has witnessed the
shift from vinyl to CDs to streaming, and broad shifts in consumer
behaviours relating to the sale of singles and albums. He sees particular
challenges for musicians who are reliant on streaming as an income stream,
and for those who work as the song writers for other artists. One way he
sees of mitigating this impact is to increase the royalties being paid to
musicians, which would help them in being able to generate a liveable
income (“they’re always trying to get increased royalties but it just doesn’t
seem to happen”). As he explains:

Valuing the contribution of his backing band, one of the key challenges
“Big artists are safe, but it’s the little artists that I worry about. Of course
Russell experiences is being able to have a regular stream of live performances there’s someone that’s always going to break through and become really
in place so as to support the members financially. Being able to do this,
big but there’s a lot that’s going to fall through the cracks. A lot that’ll fall
however, is impacted by the relatively small music market in Australia
through the cracks that if they had been nurtured they could have been
(“you can’t work every single week”). Making his living primarily from live
something special.”
performances means that Russell spends considerable time traveling,
and therefore is often away from home. He recognises that while he is
fortunate – and enjoys traveling – this can take its toll, particularly when
performing in regional areas of the country.
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Sandy
Evans
Saxophonist / Composer / Teacher
Published November 2019

Sydney-based saxophonist, band leader, composer and
teacher Sandy Evans has carved out a dynamic career over
the past 30 years which has seen her perform around the
world and across genres. Having first learned the piano from
her mother at age three, Sandy would eventually move to
recorder in primary school (“I’m a terrible piano player”),
then flute and finally saxophone as a teenager. "s a musician
as a child TIFSFDBMMT:
“I started doing gigs as a teenager when I finished my last two years of school
in Singapore, and that’s where I started working professionally as a musician.”
Sandy was greatly inspired by a jazz music teacher at primary school,
however would first train as a classical flautist before deciding that
jazz was the pathway for her. She had no preconceptions as to what
such a career might entail:

“For somebody to become a jazz musician, especially a white Australian
woman, there was no pathway.”
After finishing high school, and returning to Sydney, Sandy initially enrolled
in a Bachelor of Arts degree, studying music. She left her studies to begin
making films through the Sydney Uni film society and then under her own
steam in Australia and India.
A change of institutions would see her enrol in an Associate Diploma in
Jazz Performance. Nearly 20 years later, around 2010, would see Sandy
return to study a Research Masters, which would be
upgraded to a PhD:
“I’m always learning. It’s interesting that sort of big gap where I was nowhere
near universities. I felt like I was constantly learning from all the musicians
I work with all the time, and also my own study of music I was interested in.”

“I just knew I was really interested in
[music] from a young age.”
Nowadays Sandy works across a range of teaching, composing and
performance commitments in commissioned, freelance and part-time
arrangements, while also holding an Australia Council for the Arts Fellowship.
Working on a part-time basis is a new arrangement for Sandy, as she reflects:
“For the first time in my life, I have a continuing position as teacher at
UNSW [University of New South Wales]. Prior to that I’d always been
casual […] At the moment I’m probably as fortunate as a musician could
get.”

Another challenge Sandy experiences in being able to sustain her career is
the need to undertake significant administrative duties (“I would be very
happy to never have to do any more admin.”), including developing grant
applications, organising rehearsals and publicising shows. She explains that
she has noticed an increasing trend toward musicians being required to
undertake the majority of promoting of their shows, which while not only
taking time away from other activities, also cuts into their bottom line:
“So you’re often spending money on that, and certainly time. I’m okay
because I’m sort of established in my career, but I think for younger people
it’s really tough.”
Sandy goes on to explain that the Internet and social media have opened
up new opportunities for young musicians, such as her students (“I think
they have to be very smart about how they think about things”), however
digital distribution models and services do not provide musicians and music
fans with an ease of access to information,

Having the stability of a part time salary has allowed Sandy to put her
Fellowship funding toward developing new projects (“allowing me, in a sense,
to get great value out of it”). More broadly she sees that university-based
employment is beginning to play a key role in the make up of musicians’
“They’re generally not finding out who’s on it, any sort of historical or social
careers, particularly in Sydney where performance fees – particularly for
context […] It’s actually important to know Simon Barker was influenced
jazz musicians – continue to reduce:
by Greg Sheehan [who] was influenced by Mark Simmonds. Those kinds
“My reading of the situation is that to some extent, the opportunities that
of lineages, which for people in my generation, we might have found
universities are offering are replacing, or have replaced some of the
out through liner notes on LPs […] So we’re having to train people in the
professional opportunities, particularly in Sydney […] Making money from
importance of that kind of thing.”
doing gigs in Sydney is, for a jazz musician, very rarely likely to translate
Digitisation aside, one of the biggest challenges Sandy sees for the sector
into much money in the bank at all.”
in Australia is a lack of recognition and support for its value and contribution.
Sydney’s cost of living – particularly that of housing – have caused
As she reflects:
significant hurdles for musicians in being able to remain in the city, which
“I’m actually quite troubled by the lack of interest in the media and in
in turn impacts upon the ways in which they can navigate their careers.
government sectors I think as well as in the arts and creative life. I feel in
As Sandy explains:
Australia it’s undervalued greatly. It would be fantastic to feel that politicians,
“The two musicians in my trio have both had to move out of Sydney […]
CEOs of big organisations, educational institutions, the media, that they
because they can’t afford to live in the city. It makes organising rehearsals
could place a much higher value on music and creative work in general […]
a nightmare because it’s a huge drive for us to meet anywhere; nowhere
I mean it’s one of the most precious activities of human life.”
is convenient.”
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Veronique
Serret
Violinist
Published February 2019

Sydney-based violinist Veronique Serret has carved out a dynamic
career working across classical, chamber and contemporary
musical genres. With her sights originally set on becoming
a diplomat, Veronique studied law before switching to a Bachelor
of Music degree. Reflecting on the initial decision-making process:
“Everyone was, like, ‘you’re going to play the violin’, which was super
annoying! I just wanted to do something else.”
Veronique has found that the time she spent in youth orchestras and in the
youth development programs offered by the Australian Youth Orchestra
and the Australian National Academy of Music assisted in the development
of her dynamic career in music. This is a career in which she has been able
to work across classical, chamber and contemporary music and genres.
Explaining her practice she says:

“I used to only play classical violin. I still do some of that […] I’ve still tried
to keep that because for me, it keeps my chops up, and it’s also a different
kind of accuracy and some of that music I still really enjoy. But for me,
it came to a point where I needed to be creative as well.”
Having initially performed predominantly in orchestras, which she did for
15 years, Veronique’s career is now largely made up of performing on
a sessional basis in both recorded and live music settings. Reflecting on the
shift in focus she explains:
“As amazing as any orchestral job is, and a lot safer in terms of just being
able to survive, I just felt like I needed to do other things - and also just work
with people on my terms, which is not how it really works in an orchestra.”

“I don’t think I thought it would
be this good.”
Networks have played a critical role in the development and sustainability
of Veronique’s career as she has continued to diversify—”I think my
career’s developed only through that” use of networks—while also allowing
her to contract other musicians for recording- and performance-specific
orchestras. Having carved out a unique niche for herself, Veronique is
confident in taking creative risks, and trusted to do so by those she
works with. As she reflects:
“If you work slightly outside the box, people expect you to be taking creative
risks, and so, even though it might be frowned upon at first […] I feel like
a lot of things I do, people expect that. So I just more push it until I’m told
not to, ‘cos otherwise why do it? That’s what people want.”
Veronique admits that it can be difficult to balance her myriad engagements
and also maintain friendships (“important things, like friends’ birthdays
and weddings and stuff like that, often you’re away and people stop making
the effort”); however, she now ensures that she takes time off.
While initially slow to take time away from her work, she explains that time
away also provides her with the opportunity to get away from the city:

Working across genres in venues and recording spaces of varying size,
scope and capacity, has provided Veronique with a unique perspective of
the challenges which exist for Sydney’s local music sector. She identifies
the closure of recording studios and small-to-medium sized venues as
being of particular concern:
“When you do small ensemble work, or small band things, that’s more
interesting to me … I feel you can touch people more that way, and so
many of those venues are just getting lost.”
Making a living as a musician in Sydney is a particular challenge due to the
high cost of living, which continues to rise and ultimately impacts the
viability of careers in much the same way a reduction in recording and
performance spaces limits affordable opportunities. Veronique reflects:
“I just hope that some musicians can continue to live in Sydney. …
For classical musicians that actually have jobs, it’s okay; but for anyone
that’s not doing that, it’s actually becoming really, really quite difficult.
A lot of people are starting to move out or looking for that possibility.
It just would be such a shame.”

“Until about five years ago I never took chunks of time off, and I think that’s
a very violin thing, where you just think, “Oh, I’m not going to be able to
play if I take like a month off”, or something. But now, if I can afford to,
I try and do it every year. Also, for me, playing music is a city activity and
it’s so important to get out into the bush [the countryside]....] At the end
of last year I took six weeks off, and it was fine. And I started doing—
I like doing treks. I do things where you can’t take your violin anyway.”
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